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Internet services are increasingly pushed from the remote cloud to the edge sites
close to data sources to offer fast response time and low energy footprint. However,
software deployed at edge sites must be updated frequently. Performing updates as
soon as they are available consumes a large amount of energy. Configuration man-
agement tools that install software updates and manage allowed staleness can inflate
energy demands, especially when updates interrupt idle periods at the edge site and
block processors from entering power-saving modes. Our research studies configura-
tion management policies, their effect on energy footprint and strategies to optimize
them. We have observed that policies yielding low energy footprint differ from site
to site and over time. We propose a data-driven approach that uses data collected at
each edge site to predict an energy-efficient policy and also guards against worst-case
performance if data-driven predictions error occurs. We use a novel random-walk ap-
proach to manage data-driven policies that yield a low footprint for a representative
trace of updates observed at an edge site. We are setting up 4 edge service bench-
marks powered by AI inference to create realistic software update traces. Data-driven
management achieves energy footprint 1.2-2X lower than the default context-adaptive
scheduler (for example the first come first serve scheduler) and lower than approaches
inspired by recent research and a little bit higher than the offline optimal.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Internet services are increasingly deployed at edge sites to provide low-latency
responses thereby reducing energy footprint [23]. An edge site is a low-power de-
vice, with processing capability that allows multiple Internet services deployed at
the proximity of the edge site. The low energy footprint of edge sites makes them
ideal solutions to deploy different workloads that use machine learning (ML)[40]. The
applications have ML models packaged as software and deployed on the IoT device
connected to an edge device. Examples include smart cameras, smartwatches, smart
traffic controls, drones, and so on [21, 44, 30, 14, 3, 16, 4, 45, 5]. These devices
sense surroundings and provide local inference or relay requests to edge sites running
internet service.
The software deployed for such internet services must be updated regularly in
order to avoid data drift [27] and to improve the performance of internet service.
Failure to update the software would result in poor internet service which provides
inaccurate and inefficient inferences. When software deployed are allowed to stale, it
becomes a challenging problem to perform software updates by consuming minimal
energy. Edge sites can enter power saving mode if they decide to skip updating.
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Aggressive updating policies that perform the updates as soon as they become
available to avoid staleness violation consume enormous energy. The most conserva-
tive approach of delaying updates could trap the device from entering deep power-
saving mode when many updates arrive that lead to continuous staleness violation.
With multiple software updates, deciding whether to skip updates or how many up-
dates to perform and in what order to perform updates would be a challenging problem
to tackle. Given the trace in advance, the complexity of an offline solution to such a
problem is NP-Hard [2].
Given a trace of updates such that factors do not change, there exist techniques
such as random walks [2] or reinforcement learning[1] in order to find the best schedul-
ing policy to perform software updates in an energy-efficient manner. Continuing with
fixed factors for a period of time, such a scheduling policy performs updates consum-
ing minimal energy.
In reality, there are multiple factors that affect a policy performing software up-
dates such as update rate, allowed staleness, number of applications deployed, idle
time length, bandwidth, and size of the update[7]. Given a historic trace of updates
with fixed factors, one could find an energy-efficient updating policy offline and ap-
ply the policy to updates that arrive in the future. Changes to these factors worsen
the policy, forcing it to consume excess energy. The policy needs to be updated
in order to be energy-efficient. We do not know these factors in advance and subtle
changes to these factors affect the currently preferred software scheduling policy. Over
time, when such factors change and worsen the energy consumption, there should be
changed to the current update policy or fall back to a safe updating policy that can
sustain the demand and factors better than the current update policy. Such policies
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differ from site to site and each edge site requires a configuration management tool
to perform energy-efficient software updates.
Our research proposes data-driven configuration management for edge sites. Con-
figuration management, inspired solely by data collected from edge sites, predicts an
effective policy to perform software updates. Configuration management not only
encourages multiple policies that perform energy-efficient updates but guards against
the worst-case when such policies worsen due to change in factors and data-driven
predictions error[22]. Configuration management periodically collects traces and per-
forms random walk to select energy-efficient software updating policy. We build con-
figuration management and implement a data-driven approach to perform software
updates.
We test data-driven configuration management using the simulation of realistic
internet services for different workloads and edge devices. The workloads include
image detection on Mnist(MNIST), intruder detection(Intrude), traffic sign recog-
nition(TSR), and human activity recognition(HAR). The edge site could be HP-
Laptop, raspberry-pi with the provision of adding different accelerators on top of
them for faster inference. We compare our data-driven approach to state-of-the-art
inspired systems such as GAIA[15], SCEDA[1], which proposed a model synchro-
nization mechanism that ensures staleness by reinforcement learning. Data-Driven
configuration management achieves energy footprint 1.2-2X lower than first come
first serve (FCFS) scheduling for all workloads, and a little bit higher than the offline
optimal.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the design
of configuration management. Chapter 3 describes the system design of configura-
tion management. Chapter 4 presents results, Chapter 5 presents future work, and
Chapter 6 presents related work.
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Chapter 2: Design
AI-Driven IoT encompasses AI applications that are deployed on edge computing
platforms for fast inference and low-latency results. The Applications have ML models
packaged as software and deployed on the IoT device connected to an edge device.
Multiple such edge devices could serve numerous IoT devices with AI processing
capability. Figure 2.1 depicts the AI-Driven IoT workflow. ML models are trained
on cloud servers with sufficient compute capability and pushed to edge devices for
updates. Edge devices perform these updates according to the scheduler deployed.
[2] suggests that given the option of performing updates or putting edge de-
vice to sleep in an inter-arrival period, the update order impacts the amount of
energy incurred for processing updates. However, given the option to choose between
static (context-aware) scheduler and a dynamic scheduler (which can adapt to con-
text changes), we need to strike a balance of picking scheduler over period of time.
We do not know when context changes and reverts back, number of updates, inter-
arrival rate in advance. This research focuses on implementing an online scheduler
which picks correct scheduler in order to minimize energy cost to perform application
updates.
In order to solve the problem in hand, we might think of deploying a static context-





















Figure 2.1: AI-Driven IoT
static context aware scheduler or adaptive scheduler for entirety would be a costly
operation. It consumes orders of magnitude of additional energy as context changes
happen often in practice.[20] We must devise an online algorithm which has good
competitive guarantees and perform well in practice. Here, we are inspired by prior
work using online algorithms in systems management [41, 42, 43].
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Chapter 3: System Design
In this section we highlight how system is designed and integration of this con-
tribution to a working AI-Driven IoT System. Figure 3.1 shows the trace driven
simulation. Powerful Google Cloud instances are used for retraining the ML model,
inference data updating and these application update tasks are pushed from cloud
to edge. For retraining, we use some of the retraining policies from continuum such
as best-effort, periodic and cost-aware retraining policies[39]. Best-effort triggers re-
straining as soon as new data is available, periodic triggers retraining periodically
and cost-aware triggers retraining such that energy to update will be minimized.
Trace of Updates by schedA














Figure 3.1: Trace Driven Simulation
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Edge devices are HP laptop with 2.3 GHz i3 processor, 4 GB RAM and Ubuntu
Operating system; Raspberry Pi 4 with 1Gb RAM and Raspian operating system.
We have also added accelerators such as Google Coral USB, Nvidia Jetson Nano
devkit to our edge devices to provide fast inferences. Docker is installed on every
edge device and the application running on edge device is containerized. Every task
that is pushed would be an updated Docker image to be deployed on the edge device.
To deploy our contribution, we design two schedulers: 1) context-aware scheduler
which has learned the context from past traces and 2) context adaptive scheduler
which performs updates in a first come first server (FCFS) manner. There should
be context configuration scripts which specifies a time-stamped context changes over
period of time. The updates are pushed and are held at the edge device in a queue.
The edge device processes inference and during idle time it processes the updates or
puts the device to deep sleep. The scheduler deployed at the edge is very crucial in
order to minimize the energy required to process the updates. The online scheduler
switches schedulers for every inter-arrival period by deciding to pick context-aware
versus choosing context adaptive scheduler.
With this deployment and running a trace, one could get energy to process the
updates using offline optimal, online scheduler and default context-adaptive scheduler.
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Chapter 4: Results
We use a random-walk approach for scheduling updates and compare the energy
consumption with the first come first serve(FCFS) scheduling. Both have been used
on 4 edge service benchmarks powered by 50 AI inference for each. AI inferences that
perform different update rates have been used to simulate realistic traces. Each edge
service benchmark with different convolutional neural network architecture has been
used to simulate different software updates. The FCFS scheduling performs updates
whenever the update is available without staleness. Our random-walk approach ran-
domly chooses to install the update or delay within staleness limits and we calculate
the average energy consumption of several random-walk choices. The staleness of the
random-walk approach has been limited within 3 versions. Both approaches achieve
the same update version at the end of the experiment with different energy consump-
tion. Figure 4.1 shows the energy consumption level of FCFS scheduling versus the
random-walk approach. The average energy consumption of the random-walk ap-


























Figure 4.1: Energy Consumption Comparison
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Chapter 5: Future Work
We plan to continue to improve our data-driven configuration management tool by
implementing a machine learning predictor to pick up between context-aware sched-
uler and dynamic adaptive scheduler. Given that contexts can change over a period
of time, the update rate is skewed and context changes can revert back, our goal is to
minimize the energy incurred to process updates. In order to do this, for every inter-
arrival period a scheduler that consumes the lowest update cost should be chosen.
However, in reality, we do not know the workload demand and the context factors
in advance. Thus, we plan to implement a machine learning predictor by random
forest approach to make the choice between context-aware scheduler and dynamic
adaptive scheduler at each inter-arrival period based on the past scheduling choices,
update rates, total energy consumption, and staleness tradeoff. The error rate of
machine learning predictors would be considered under different scheduling scenar-
ios. We would prove that our data-driven management approach would achieve lower
energy footprint than the default context-adaptive scheduler with the error rate in
considering. We would also compare our result with GAIA[15] and SCEDA[1], which
also proposed a synchronization mechanism to ensure the staleness as well as model
correctness.
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Chapter 6: Related Work
Naveen et al proposed Energy, Latency, and staleness tradeoffs for AI-Driven
IoT [2]. The researchers re-purposed progressing sampling using energy, storage, and
latency metrics from [24]. With simulations, they showed that traditional scheduling
techniques like FCFS, SJF, and LRU aren’t energy-efficient and there is room for
better schedulers. The Random walk results show a significant gap between 75th,
95th percentile, and high ranking policies. The design of experiments shows that
Energy, latency, the architecture of IoT devices, and staleness are some important
factors to be considered in designing a scheduler and there is room to design an online
scheduler to handle machine learning updates [2].
Peak aware energy scheduling (PAES) problem involves choosing between the
electricity grid and local generator to satisfy the demands that arrive over a period
of time (usually a month) [22]. A peak charge to serve peak demand is usually 100-
100x costlier than a charge from the grid. This is an interesting online scheduling
problem, given a grid and local generator, how do you schedule the demand such that
you can minimize the electricity cost. The past work initially uses a local generator
and switches to a grid when the break-even point is reached. This work proposed
deterministic and randomized online algorithms which provide bounds on robustness
and consistency as the competitive ratio of the online algorithm. The recent work
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proposed learning-assistance as an extension to the PAES problem. Given machine
learning prediction guarantees, researchers have tried to improve the robustness and
consistency of existing deterministic and randomized algorithm [22].
Huanshi et al proposed Continuum: A platform for cost-aware, low-latency contin-
ual learning [39]. Machine learning applications deployed in a dynamic environment
would require model updates as data shifts and environment changes. The researchers
have introduced different retraining policies to facilitate continual learning. Periodic,
best-effort, uniform, and cost-aware were some of the retraining policies introduced.
Cost-aware retraining, which takes the retraining cost into consideration, is proved
to be 2-competitive. Continuum is open-sourced and ideas from paper can be used
to replicate retraining policies while deploying machine learning applications [39].
Edge data analytics bring processing power in the proximity of data sources,
reduce the network delay for data transmission, allow large-scale distributed training,
and consequently help meeting real-time requirements [1]. However, due to data
diversity, machine learning models suffer from the inconsistent state from staleness.
This work proposed a model synchronization mechanism for distributed and stateful
data analytics considering the insularity, concept drift, and connectivity issues in
edge data analytics with the balance of model performance and timeliness [1]. By
using online reinforcement learning, the researchers proposed a low computational
and automatic way to update without additional data monitoring.
Running machine learning (ML) algorithms over wide-area networks (WANs) with
the limited WAN bandwidth can be extremely slow due to the large-scale data and
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frequent communication over WANs. This work introduced a new, general geo-
distributed ML system, Gaia, that decouples the communication within a data cen-
ter [15]. A new ML synchronization model, Approximate Synchronous Parallel (ASP),
has been used to dynamically eliminate insignificant communication between data
centers while guaranteeing the correctness of ML algorithms [15].
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